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Introductory
Introductory content is for shooters who are new to 
the subject. This content typically includes step-by- 
step instructions on how to get started with this 
aspect of the shooting sports and learn the 
fundamentals. 

Intermediate
Intermediate content is for shooters who are familiar 
with the subject but have only basic experience in the 
subject matter. This content typically covers the 
fundamentals and moves on to reveal more complex 
activities, drills and tips.

Advanced
Advanced content is for shooters who are, or want to 
be, experts on the subject. In it, we walk you through 
advanced features of this aspect of the shooting sport 
and help you develop complete mastery on this 
subject. These more complex ebooks are usually 
accompanied by video files or detailed step-by-step 
photos.

IS THIS BOOK RIGHT FOR ME?
Not quite sure if this ebook is right for you? See the below description 
to determine if your level matches the content you are about to read. BERETTA ONE-STOP SHOP

for all your shooting needs

Find accessories, apparel, firearms and more.

• Find the ideal gun for your needs

• Pair high-performance apparel and accessories for

best results

• Get answers from our pro-staff

• Watch videos and learn the tricks of the pros

Click to learn more

http://www.berettausa.com/shop-by-department/victory-shooter/
http://www.berettausa.com/shop-by-department/pistol-shooter/
http://www.berettausa.com/shop-by-department/american-waterfowler/
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Introduction
Duck hunting is one of the fastest growing sports in the hunting industry. While it has 

been labeled the rich man’s hunt, this simply is not true. 

Anyone can enjoy duck hunting and it's a sportAnyone can enjoy duck hunting and it's a sport

that can change your life.that can change your life.

Pundits will have you believe that waterfowl are difficult to hunt.  This is a figment of their 

imagination. Some professional duck hunters get caught up in the “bells and whistles” of 

the hunt. But it's not about the size of your boat or wallet.  It's about the birds.

Here's a list of essential tips.  Follow these and you'll find success in your next duck hunt.
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This subject always brings quite a debate.  The two main choices are pump action or semi-automatic. When several ducks come in at 

once, you may have difficulty pulling off doubles with a pump.  The recovery from one shot to the next takes more time. This is not to 

say that a pump action is a liability.  Pump shotguns are easy to maintain and are renowned for their durability.  And that's a factor to 

consider when choosing a shotgun. 

As a waterfowl hunter you are going to go through some difficult weather conditions.   Your shotgun will have to perform in rain, sleet 

or snow.  You may use it to bust ice, or to paddle a boat.   A gun may be a walking stick, a shoulder tote, and you will shoot ducks with 

it, too.  

Make a selection that benefits you and your comfort level.  And be sure to choose a shotgun that feels good to the cheek so that you 

are in your element when shooting. Both types of shotguns come in 20 gauge or 12 gauge chamberings, and each has its benefit. 

Choosing a 20 gauge for duck hunting really has no draw backs. If you are goose hunting, a 12 gauge would be the suitable choice for   

range and kinetic energy. The 12 gauge is the most popular of the two for all around performance and gives hunters more options for 

shell selection.

SHOTGUN CHOICE
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You'll need 10 shells for every hunt. If you're allowed six ducks, you may have 

shells left at the end of the day. It's illegal to shoot lead shot at any goose or duck 

in the United States. Many ol’ timers don't appreciate that. However, that is the way 

it is. Steel, tungsten and copper are the most popular loads for waterfowl hunters 

today. The price tags are significantly different. What the pellet is made out of will 

not determine how many ducks you will harvest.  

The less expensive steel shotgun pellets work just as well.  

There are also different lengths of shells. You can use 2 ¾ inch, 3 inch or 3 ½ inch shells that all come in 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and BB shot 

size. The lower the number of shot, the larger the size of the BB, the less amount of BBs are in the shell itself. When duck hunting, 3 

inch number 4 shot is a fine place to start.  It is a smart all-around load for waterfowl hunters. With a wide coverage and good “knock 

down” power those mallards or any duck does not stand a chance. The 2 and BB shot size should be reserved for geese as they are a 

lot larger than ducks.

SHELL SELECTION
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This is one of the most important decisions for the duck hunter. You have to be able to 

handle the elements and stay comfortable. Don’t be fooled into thinking you can be a 

successful duck hunter without them. You'll wade through mud and water above your 

knees.  It is an everyday occurrence. And it will be cold. Being cold while duck hunting is 

one thing. Being cold and wet while duck hunting is negligent. 

You can borrow a friend's shotgun, sneak a box of shells from him, even use his duck call 

and manage but it is hard to wade through water and ice in a pair of sneakers.  Look for 

waders that are made out of neoprene and insulated over 1000 grams. 

WADERS
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The most confusing aspect of duck hunting may be decoy selection 

and strategy. Yet even a simple approach can be highly successful. 

When purchasing decoys, look for highly reflective colors and 

definition. A mallard should look like a mallard and a hen should look 

like a hen. Does a decoy look good enough to fool a duck? The 

answer has to be yes for you to be successful. Buy quality decoys. 

And keep your placement strategy simple. “Decoy strategists” seem to know their alphabet very well. Should you put decoy spreads in 

a “J”, an “H” or even a “V” pattern?   Maybe spell “DUCK?" No.  Simply make a lane through your decoys like an airplane runway (but 

not as wide).  You can call it a broken “J."  Where you hunt determines how big the spread will be.  In close timber, you may use as 

few as a dozen decoys.  In a field, you many want as many as fifteen dozens. All you need is a little movement and motion to your 

spread with a lane or hole for them to land in. Make it simple.

DECOY STRATEGY
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There is an art to calling. The sound of your tone can make or break a duck hunt. Educate yourself of the sounds and notes duck calls 

can make. Single and double reed calls are made for different sounds.  Ducks want to hear quacks of friendship, courtship and 

togetherness. Practice your calls. But know that there's a difference between competition calling and duck hunt calling. The soft, yet 

confident tone of a good duck call takes time to learn. Get the basics and learn tips from those who have traveled this road.

LOCATION - Where you duck hunt has many options. Again, ducks have extremely good eyesight.  Stationary blinds, 

field pits, boat blinds and layout blinds are just some of the choices. In deeper water, boat blinds are the smart choice.  They 

are easy to cover and are the most forgiving to hunters' movement mistakes. 

DUCK CALLING

Shallow water demands a different approach. Field pits and layout blinds are great, but offer no tolerance for movement or placement. If 

you choose this route, make sure you are covered well, select a location that allows you to blend in with the material in the field, and 

never get caught looking up. These blinds are less comfortable and getting busted sitting up or standing can ruin your hunt. It is very 

important that you get familiar with your location. This will prevent frustration on those days you are in the field. 
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Camouflage is as important as waders.  There are many patterns on the market 

and some of them aren't suitable for duck hunters.  Ducks have exceptional eye 

sight.  What looks good to you at 10 feet may not look good to a duck flying 

overhead. Your camouflage pattern must blend with the habitat where a duck 

would consider landing.   

There is another aspect of concealment that gets overlooked.  Movement will 

destroy your duck hunt. It is one thing to have a bad camouflage pattern, it is 

another to get busted moving on a mallard’s last approach.  Some prefer to paint 

their faces, even while hunting in a blind,  just to take the glare off of their cheeks.  

CONCEALMENT

Try to keep the wind at your back or shoulders, and never in your face. Ducks land into the wind.  If you aren't careful, they'll land over 

your head and see you before you get a shot. 
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Ducks are moody birds. One week they will want to be in a field. 

The next week they want timber, or maybe a big body of water. 

One thing is constant; large flocks of ducks will only roost where 

there is a large amount of water. Since you can’t hunt ducks in the 

dark, you'll have to learn to “chase” the pattern. Do not limit 

yourself to just one hunting spot. The more options you have, the 

more successful you will be. 

Try not to hunt the same place more than twice a week. This will 

help ensure that over-hunting won't push the ducks from the spot.  

Climate can play a big role in patterns as well. Ducks migrate. If 

you hunt in the afternoon, make sure to stop a few hours before 

sunset to give them time to rest without feeling pressure. Ducks 

feed at first light, so mornings are your best option.

Be where they will find food. Many ducks like the seed and vegetative parts of plants. Corn, soybean, millet and rice fields are all good 

choices. In timber, ducks like floating acorns. You have to be willing to move. 

BE WHERE THE DUCK WANTS TO BE

Map of North America Flyways
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It's very important to recognize different types of ducks in the air. Identifying 

them will help you know what calls to use. Not all ducks make the same 

sounds, so being able to identify what is in the air is essential. A mallard 

looks different than a pintail. A wood duck flies differently than a gadwall. 

Educating yourself will make you a better hunter. 

And you don't want to shoot any ducks that are protected. Every state has 

different regulations on how many of one species you can harvest. Most 

allow 4 mallards and 2 scrap ducks.  Know your local hunting regulations. 

Printed materials, videos and sites online are available to help keep you 

informed of your state regulations. Mistaken identity can cost you a citation or 

even the revocation of your hunting privileges. 

IDENTIFYING DUCKS

Visit
ducks.org/hunting/waterfowl-id

for a duck ID tool
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Conclusions and additional resources
Duck hunting is a sport that anyone can enjoy. Once you go, you are pretty much hooked for life. Don’t get frustrated if your first few 

times are not historic. Follow these steps and start simple. After you get the hang of it, share what you learn with individuals that 

have never duck hunted. Pass down the traditions to your children, family and friends so that our sport will continue to grow for years 

to come. Watch the sun rise over the water.  Experience the excitement of calling at a group of cupped mallards falling in your decoy 

spread.  Watch a dog retrieve your birds and share a bond with a group of friends that will change your life. It is an addiction like 

none other. And best of luck on your next duck hunting endeavor.

To continue staying in contact with us and for 
additional tips, make sure you follow our blog, 
Facebook, Twitter or YouTube accounts, or visit our 
website.
To check out our complete line of firearms and 
accessories personally, visit a Beretta authorized 
dealer in your area.
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